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Abstract
The article deals with analysis of model data formats suitable for metadata description of digital objects
(artifacts) occurring in scientific social network applications. The emphasis of analyzes is on the issue
of a metadata description of artefact links to other artifacts and artifact links to individuals. The examined
metadata formats include LOM (Learning Objects Metadata), MODS (Metadata Object Description Schema)
and DC (Dublin Core). The article also deals with dictionaries of controlled descriptors used to refine
and unify the metadata description for agricultural research.
The article presents part of the results of author’s dissertation thesis.
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Introduction

the quality of the entire network is decreasing.
The Internet is full of articles that spread halftruthfully which are not built on consistent
and relevant data. For the future development
of information networks, it is important to support
the quality of information. We do not need quantity
but quality! This issue of excess information has
permeated many other areas of human activity. This
paper focuses on publishing and sharing scientific
information.

The development of information and communication
technologies has greatly contributed to speeding up
publication processes. Before the massive expansion
of modern technology, the author of the article
had to send his handwriting to the publisher,
which he handed over to the writer who prepared
the text for the press. After printing, materials
had to be delivered to readers. This process could
last several days. Now, you can do this with few
simple mouse clicks from the convenience of your
office, and immediately post the article
on the Internet. Such readily published information
can be read through the computer network by anyone
almost anywhere in the world, immediately after its
release. Internet users create their own content.
However, this acceleration and simplification
of processes also has its negatives. The Internet
is overwhelmed by various types of information.
The information network creates a jungle which
can be hard to navigate. Mislabeled records
can be easily lost in vast space of the network.
The traceability of specific information depends
on how well digital objects are cataloged and shared
(Jarolimek and Martinec, 2016 ).

The phenomenon of recent times, which has
significantly changed communication in human
society, is social networks. This new communication
platform also affected science and research. Each
scientific work begins with a thorough study
of the current state of the subject. To support this
activity, a number of specialized mostly web-based
applications have emerged recently. Examples
of these applications are Social Network
for Scientists, ResearchGate or the VOA3R (Virtual
Open Access Agriculture & Aquaculture Repository
Project) social network.
Most scientists are forced to work with multiple
applications. In each application, the user is
prompted to create a profile and upload metadata
for each scientific publication. Each application
creates its own identifier for the user and his

Readers must be alert when selecting relevant
information. As the amount of information grows,
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publications. It is difficult for the enriched data
created in this system to be exported or transferred
from one application to another.

-

Social networking application for scientists

Methods of writing metadata

These are applications that support science, they
work with metadata of digital artifacts, and expand
metadata (enrichment) with other metadata. These
applications can be divided into the following
groups:

The word "metadata" was first used by P. R. O.
Badgley in the book "Extension of programming
language concepts".
Metadata is most commonly and simply defined
as "data about data" or "information about
information", but there are many more complex
definitions. The definition according to Brand
(2003): "Metadata are structured data that describe,
explain, localize, and facilitate the easier acquisition,
use and management of an information resource."
The definition states: "Metadata are structured
data - descriptive information about digital objects
whose primary purpose is to facilitate search
in resources. They include elemental information
about primary data, structured according to specific
rules and standards, thereby streamlining
the management of a large number of objects
in data structures." One of many formal definitions
states that metadata is data associated with objects
that remove the need for pre-existing knowledge
of the characteristics of these objects for potential
users (Bartošek, 1999).

-

It is a digital form of human creation. Digital
artifacts can be represented primarily in the form
of texts, visualizations or sounds, or combinations
of these. The term digital object can also be used.
Controlled descriptors dictionaries
Controlled dictionaries of descriptors are also
referred to as Thesauri. Thesaurus is a reference
guide, a kind of dictionary that offers the user a list
of synonyms, sometimes also antonyms, and often
also defines dependencies between terms.
The descriptors can have defined relations
of superiority and inferiority, synonyms and other
related terms. In the professional literature, it is
described as a controlled and changeable dictionary
of descriptor and selection language arranged
to explicitly capture relations between lexical units
(Easylibrary, 2010).

Metadata can be separated into following groups
according to Bretherton, (1994):

•

•

Identifier DOI

Descriptive metadata serves to uniquely
identify a document. They include,
for example, title, author name, keywords
etc.
Structural metadata show which parts
the document consists of, such as page
numbering, chapters, etc.
Administrative metadata includes technical
information about the document (format),
access rights, etc.

DOI (Digital Object Identifier) is a centralized
commercial system of identifiers for digital
works. The DOI is described by ISO 26324
(ISO 26324, 2012) standard. DOI ensures
unambiguous identification of the digital document
on the Internet and provides a permanent reference
to the document. The DOI identifier is the most
common and widespread system for identifying
scientific publications at present time.
ORCID identifier

Metadata serves primarily to allow search and help
with search-related issues. Among the selected
metadata functions are (Bartošek, 1999):
-

-

Social networks for scientists
Systems managing of references
Search engines for scientific works

Digital artifact

Metadata itself can be further described
by other metadata. Metadata is written according
to established rules and therefore machine-readable.

•

Selection functions (selection of sources
based on their characteristics).

ORCID (Open Research and Contributor ID) is
a non-proprietary alphanumeric code that uniquely
identifies academic or scientific authors
and contributors. It provides people with a lasting
identity identification in a similar way the digital
object identifiers (DOIs) provide identification
for content. ORCID is trying to encompass
and merge both ResearchID and Scopus AuthorID.
ORCID is managed by a non-profit organization
(Nature, 2009).

Documentation
functions
(description
of important characteristics of information
source),
Identification functions (unambiguous timeand space-independent identification),
Search functions (discovering sources
existence and its localization),
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The first option is to write a record in a separate
XML format (Extensible Markup Language).
For each described digital object, there is one
metadata file. This option is used, for example,
to describe archive data. In practice, a metadata
entry is stored in the database of the appropriate
archive, and an XML file is generated for sharing
purposes (Taheri and Hariri, 2012).

Another author's identification systems include,
for example: The Digital Author Identifier (DAI).

Materials and methods
Standard Dublin Core
For the Dublin Core standard, the abbreviation DC is
used in the literature. DC is a set of fifteen metadata
elements and its main purpose is to facilitate
the search for electronic resources. DC was
developed by professionals from various fields
(computer science, librarianship). The set
of DC elements is standardized in accordance
with ISO 15836:2009 (International Organization
for Standardization), the latest update for 2014
and ANCI / NISO Z39.85 (American National
Standards Institute / National Information
Standards Organization) from 2007 (ANCI/NISO,
2007). DC is currently maintained by the Dublin
Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) (DCMI, 2016).
All of the fifteen metadata elements are optional.

The second option is to write metadata directly
into the described file. The file is usually a web site
in HTML (Soundarara et al., 2010). Metadata are
then written to the "head" section using the HTML
tag "<meta>".
The set of fifteen metadata elements of Dublin Core
can be divided into three groups: source content,
intellectual property and source identification
(Celebová, 2013).
DCMI type dictionaries
The Qualified Dublin Core record utilizes terms
of Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI).
DCMI qualifiers include Collection, Dataset,
Event, Image, InteractiveResource, MovingImage,
PhysicalObject, Service, Software, Sound,
StillImage, and Text (DCMI, 2010).

The primary purpose of DC was to describe digital
documents published on the Internet directly
by the author. For its universal design it has been used
by institutions dealing with the formal processing
of resources (museums, libraries, universities,
etc.). DC can be used to describe both digital
and non-digital objects (Dublin Core: Czech, 2006).

MARC formats
MARC (MAchine-Readable Cataloging) is
a standard consisting of MARC formats
(see Table 1) for machine-readable cataloging
(a code sample shown in Figure 1). Formats were
created in the 1960s at the US Congress Library.
The MARC record structure is an implementation
of ISO 2709, also known as ANSI / NISO Z39.2.
Data content records are defined by other
standards, such as AACR2, LCSH, or MeSH.
MARC comprehensively solves the problem
of machine-readable cataloging, but thanks
to obsolete technologies is not currently widely
used. The response to technology obsolescence
the more current MARC 21 format for more
effective cataloging information exchange
(Table 1) (Taylor and Joudrey, 2009).

Qualified and unqualified Dublin Core
DC is divided into two types, the so-called Simple
Dublin Core or the Unqualified Dublin Core
and the Qualified Dublin Core. The simple Dublin
Core element values are not limited in any way
unlike to the Qualified Dublin Core, where
the limitations for element values are specified
using qualified terms and qualifiers. Input formats
are based on generally accepted standards (Hodge
et al., 2005).
Dublin Core record formats and its elements
Dublin Core metadata entry can be created using
two extended formats.

MARC format

Description

Authorization

Provides information on individual names, subjects, and titles.

Bibliographic

Describes the thought and physical properties of bibliographic resources (books, phonograms, sound recordings,
etc.).

Classification

MARC records containing data classification.

Community information

MARC records describing the source of the provided services.

Ownership

Provides information about the printout (catalog number, shelf placement, number of pieces, etc.)

Source: Taylor and Joudrey (2009)
Table 1: MARC – formats.
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Source: Abrahamse (2013)
Figure 1: Example of record using the MARC format.

MODS

Core, PBCore, CDWA-Lite/CCO, EAD, DACS,
ISAD (G), VRA Core, SPECTRUM In the area
of cataloging scientific works and digital libraries,
the most widely used is the DC metadata format.

Metadata Object Description Scheme (MODS)
was developed by experts under the auspices
of the US Congress Library and Marc Standard
Office as a subset of MARC. The first version
of the MODS metadata schema was released in 2002.
The schema allows digital libraries to describe any
document using a XML file. The MODS schema
consists of 20 elements that are taken from other
metadata schemas, making the scheme convertible
into MARC 21 and Dublin Core (MODS, 2009;
Svastova, 2009).

Identification of artifacts by social networks
for scientists
Metadata records from institutional repositories
are loaded (harvested) and collected in central
repositories. Repository provides search services
over metadata entries from institutional repositories.
The current trend is to create a social networking
site for scientific workers above the repository,
which extends the primary search function
of the repository to other communication functions.
Within social networking applications for scientists,
enriching data is generated by users, but it is not
shared yet. Social networks and their data are
an appropriate complement to LMS - integrating
social networks into LMS to enhance the quality
of sharing knowledge and communication between
users and authors. It also enables users to easily
access new knowledge in the field. In doing so,
social networks create many metadata that enrich
the original records (enriching data). Enriching data
has been classified into two groups based on analyses,
namely linking metadata and other metadata.
The structure and function of other metadata is
created by each social network separately. Examples
of such data may be comments, ratings, etc. Linking
metadata includes the following relations (among
others):

Data model LOM
Learning Object Metadata (LOM) is a standardized
model designed to describe learning objects.
The model is defined by the open standard IEEE
1484.12.1 - 2002 created by IEEE (Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards
Association, New York). The relevant attributes
of "learning objects" to be described include:
the type of object, author, owner, distribution
conditions, format and pedagogical attributes such
as learning styles or interactions (Veron et al.,
2016).
Learning Object Metadata is a data model, usually
encoded in XML, used to describe a learning
object and similar digital resources used to support
learning. The purpose of object learning metadata
is to promote the reusability of learning objects,
to facilitate their discovery and to facilitate their
interoperability, usually in the context of online
Learning Management Systems (LMS) (Stoces
et al., 2015).
Other metadata formats
Other metadata formats include Darwin Core, EBU
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-
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(citation, reference)

Digital
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Application profile

Results and discussion

When creating a knowledge database that contains
object metadata, you need to define its structure.
By defining metadata elements, value rules
and managed dictionaries, the so-called
Application Profile (AP) is created. A large group
of Application Profiles uses DC and its elements
to describe objects and extends them based
on application requirements. For example, the
VOA3R Application Profile or EVSKP-MS
(Metadata File for Electronic Higher Education
Qualifications in the Czech Republic) can be used
(Bratkova and Mach, 2008).

The following section analyses selected social
networking applications for scientists. Systems
are analyzed (see Table 2) based on the following
aspects:

"AP is a metadata scheme that consists of metadata
elements selected from one or more standard
metadata schemas and is designed to allow
the application to meet its functional requirements"
(Heery and Patel, 2008) .

Social networks for scientists do not allow users
to export the data created within them. To identify
the author they often use their own proprietary
identifiers. Most of the systems analyzed allow
for export of records, but no additional data such
as ORCID identification of the author is enriched.

-

The European Committee for Standardization
(CEN) defines the AP as a set of metadata elements
selected from one or more metadata schemes
and combined in a compound scheme. Application
profiles provide means to express the principles
of modularity and extensibility. The purpose
of the application profile is to customize or combine
existing schemes into a package that is tailored
to the specific application's functional requirements
while maintaining interoperability with the original
schematics.

ORCID and DOI are used as the identifiers
by most of the analyzed applications.
The multiplicity of author’s identity is still
a problem, mostly in systems that publish digital
artifacts (Mitrovic and Protic, 2014; Brown et al.,
2016).
Appropriate metadata models for describing object
metadata in social networking environments
for scientists according to previous sections include
LOM, DC and MODS. In the next section, the issue
of describing links to the author and other digital
artifacts of selected models will be discussed.
The XML data format was used to write metadata
in the following examples.

According to IMS GLC, the reasons for creating
new application profiles are as follows:
-

-

Identifier used to identify the author,
Identifier used to identify the digital artifact,
Ability to import metadata about digital
artifact
Ability to export metadata about digital
artifact

Meeting technical and other project
requirements that are domain, country
or region specific.
Solving
ambiguity
and
generality
in a specification or standard.
Support semantic interoperability, e.g. using
commonly-used dictionaries.
To
facilitate
compliance
testing
and successful collaboration.

Link between work and its author
Dublin Core
Authors are identified in the dc:creator
element, which does not contain any extensions
(Figure 2).

Name

author ID

object ID

Import

Export

Mendeley

Scopus author ID,
ORCID

DOI and others

yes, various

yes, various

ResearchID/EndNote

ORCID, researchID

DOI and others

yes, various

yes, various

Google Scholar

own

own

no

yes, various

ResearchGate

own

DOI, own

yes, various

no

Academia edu

own

own

no

no

ORCID

ORCID, Scopus author
ID, researchID

According to database
import

yes, various

yes, BibTex

Source: own processing
Table 2: Analysis of applications for scientific support.
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Data model LOM
Source: own processing

The IEEE LOM standard has the same drawbacks
as DC - there is no unambiguous procedure
for writing a reference to a specific location
in the document (Figure 6).

Figure 2: dc:creator.

Data model LOM
The problem of linking to a person is solved very
complexly in the LOM model using the breakage
element:lifeCycle and its descendants. There is
no possibility of more detailed identification
of the author in the standard (Figure 3).

Source: own processing
Figure 6: lom:relation.

MODS schema
In its definition the MODS schema contains
a link to a specific place in the document. Further,
the mods:identifier element has a type property that
does not specify what values it can take, making
MODS very universal in terms of unambiguous
identification of the work (Figure 7).

Source: own processing
Figure 3: lom:lifeCycle.

MODS schema
The MODS schema contains a description that
allows a reference to specific author, through,
the mods:name element. (Figure 4)

Source: own processing

Source: own processing
Figure 4: mods:name.

Figure 7: mods:identifier.

Link between works (reference, citation)

Mapping between metadata models

In all three models, the difference between
a reference and a citation is made using
the references/isReferedBy quantifier.

The following tables (3 and 4) show examples
of mapping between metadata models.

Dublin Core
As a record of metadata identifying the reference,
Qualified Dublin Core is used. In DC standard there
is no clear procedure for writing a link to a specific
place in the document (Figure 5).

Source: own processing
Figure 5: dcterms:references.
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Dublin Core (DC) elementy

Learning object metadata (LOM)elementy

dc:identifier

/lom/general/identifier/entry

dc:title

/lom/general/title

dc:language

/lom/general/language

dc:description

/lom/general/description

dc:subject

/lom/general/keyword nebo /lom/classification s /lom/classification/purpose equals "discipline" or "idea".

dc:coverage

/lom/general/coverage

dc:type

/lom/educational/learningResourceType

dc:date

/lom/lifeCycle/contribute/date when /lom/lifeCycle/contribute/role equals "publisher".

dc:creator

/lom/lifeCycle/contribute/entity when /lom/lifeCycle/contribute/role equals "author".

dc:otherContributor

/lom/lifeCycle/contribute/entity with contribution type in /lom/lifeCycle/contribute/role

dc:publisher

/lom/lifeCycle/contribute/entity when /lom/lifeCycle/contribute/role equals "publisher".

dc:format

/lom/technical/format

dc:rights

/lom/rights/description

dc:relation

/lom/relation/resource/description

dc:source

/lom/relation/resource when /lom/relation/kind equals "isBasedOn".

Source: own processing
Table 3: Mapping between DC a LOM.
MODS elementy

DC elementy

<titleInfo><title>

Title

<name><namePart>

Creator, Contributor

Organization (FAO), which is a United
Nations (UN) specialized agency within the
AIMS (Agricultural Information Management
Standards). AGROVOC contains terms from food,
nutrition, agriculture, fisheries, forestry and the
environment. Thesaurus contains over 32,000 terms
in 23 languages (April 2017) including the Czech
language. This entire thesaurus is expressed
as a Simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS) and published as Linked Data, a data model
for representing structured dictionaries. Conceptual
scheme of the thesaurus AGROVOC uses three
levels of display:

<subject>
<topic>
<classification>

Subject

<name>
<occupation>
<abstract>
<note>

Description

<tableOfContents>
<originInfo><publisher>

Publisher

<originInfo><dateIssued>
<originInfo><dateCreated>
<originInfo><dateCaptured>

Date

-

terms have abstraction meanings and are also
often described using the Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI), e.g. for beef is used:
http://aims.fao.org/aos/agrovoc/c_861

-

terms specified by language, for instance.:
(Chinese), hovězí
( رقبلا موحArabic),
maso (Czech), Viande bovine (French).

-

terms have specific options (ranges) such
as spelling variants or singular and plural
numbers, e.g.: hen, chicken, poultry, cow,
bull, cattle, etc.

<originInfo><dateOther>
<typeOfResource><genre>
<physicalDescription><internetMediaType>
<extent><form>

Type
Format

<identifier><location> <url>

Identifier

<language><languageTerm>

Language

<relatedItem>

Relation

<subject>
<geographic>
<temporal>

Coverage

<hierarchicalGeographic>

This system provides for terminological relations
between concepts and specific meaning.
AGROVOC is thus well-suited to describe,
for example, scientific research articles, expert
articles, information or news from the agrarian
sector, audiovisual data, etc. (Simek et al., 2013a;
Masner et al. 2016).

<cartographics>
<accessCondition>

Rights

Source: own processing
Table 4: mapping between DC a MODS.

Thesaurus AGROVOC
AGROVOC is an extensive thesaurus developed
by researchers of the Food and Agriculture

The Czech version was prepared by the Institute
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of Agricultural and Food Information in 1995
and 1996 as part of the project „Czech version
of the AGROVOC thesaurus“. It was a prerequisite
for the creation of a national agricultural
information system commissioned by the Ministry
of Agriculture of the Czech Republic. Since 1997,
the Czech Agriculture and Food Bibliography
has been used in the processing of records
in bibliography articles. (Simek et al., 2013b;
Beneventano, et al., 2016).

for describing the links to the digital artifact.
The identifier element from MODS can be extended
by adding attributes for various types of digital
artifact description.. Schemas can be mapped
to each other to allow transformation between them.
The unequal identity of the author is still a problem,
mostly in systems that publish digital artifacts.
Identifiers that are expanding and being increasingly
exploited are ORCID - Author Identification
and DOI - Digital Object Identification. ORCID tries
to join the two proprietary identifiers researchID
and Scopus Author ID. For the proposed
methodology it is recommended to provide all
available identifiers to improve the resulting
record. A suitable addition to metadata entries is
the use of keywords from controlled dictionaries
of descriptors, for the area of agriculture there is
a large thesaurus AGROVOC developed
by the FAO.

Conclusion
Selected DC, LOM and MODS metadata models
were analyzed and the following conclusions
and recommendations were found: DC is
the appropriate format for writing basic metadata.
This is due to its versatility and modifiability.
The basic set of 14 elements is precisely defined
but can be further extended by qualifiers to meet
the demands and needs of different social networks
for scientists. The LOM standard, complemented
by the MODS element identifier, is suitable
for describing links to people. Standart LOM
defines a lifeCycle element that contains
a comprehensive metadata entry to describe people.
Entering an identifier element from MODS model
extends its definition. The MODS model is suitable
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